Tallong Public School Code of Conduct

At Tallong Public School we excel at:

1. Responsibility  
2. Respect

Definitions

Respect

At our school ‘respect means::
X speaking politely
X showing good manners
X listening to others
X using appropriate language
X being considerate of others
X having regard for other people’s feelings, thoughts and belongings
X valuing the environment
X listening and following teacher instructions
X listening to and working with visiting adult helpers

Initiative

At our school ‘initiative’ means:
X being able to solve problems
X thinking for yourself
X taking appropriate action
X making appropriate choices

Responsibility

At our school ‘responsibility’ means:
X being dependable
X being trustworthy
X being reliable
X showing common sense
X taking care of your own belongings
X being organised
X accepting the consequences of your own actions
X showing acceptable and appropriate behaviour both at school and during out of school events

Achievement

At our school ‘achievement’ means:
X striving to achieve your personal best
X accepting challenges
X perseverance

Cooperation

At our school ‘cooperation’ means:
X working well together
X waiting your turn
X sharing equipment, time and space with others
X functioning well within a group
X following school and class rules

Kindness

At our school ‘kindness’ means:
X accepting and showing tolerance for individual differences
X considering the needs and views of others
X being forgiving